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Abstract Mutual calibration between color and depth cam-
eras is a challenging topic in multi-modal data registration.
In this paper, we are confronted with a ”Bimodal Stereo”
problem, which aims to solve camera pose from a pair of
an uncalibrated color image and a depth map from different
views automatically. To address this problem, an iterative
Shape-from-Shading (SfS) based framework is proposed to
estimate shape and pose simultaneously. In the pipeline, the
estimated shape is refined by the shape prior from the given
depth map under the estimated pose. Meanwhile, the es-
timated pose is improved by the registration of estimated
shape and shape from given depth map. We also introduce
a shading based refinement in the pipeline to address noisy
depth map with holes. Extensive experiments showed that
through our method, both the depth map, the recovered shape
as well as its pose can be desirably refined and recovered.
Keywords Spherical Harmonics Lighting · Shading-based
Depth Refining · Image Formation Model
1 Introduction
With the development of depth sensors (time-of-flight (ToF)
camera, laser range scanner, structured light scanner, etc.),
researchers have been dedicating themselves on utilizing both
color and depth information for 3D scene reconstruction and
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Fig. 1 Problem Settings of Bimodal Stereo. In this paper, the pose
T (·) between a depth map zR and a color image I is to be solved.
related topics. The calibration of color and depth camera[5],
especially extrinsic calibration (i.e. pose estimation between
cameras), thus becomes a prerequisite in building such ap-
plications. Existing manual and semi-automatic methods[3,
18] are solving this problem in the settings where multiple
color images and checkerboard are required.
In this paper, we are confronted with a similar but differ-
ent problem, which aims to solve camera pose from a pair
of an uncalibrated color image and a depth map from differ-
ent views automatically (Illustrated in Figure 1). Such prob-
lem has varieties of difficulties that existing method may be
failed. Firstly, 3D coordinates of feature points in image co-
ordinate system could not be easily obtained from an uncal-
ibrated color image. Moreover, point-wise correspondence
may be difficult to generate between this pair of multi-modal
images.
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Fig. 2 The proposed iterative joint shape and pose estimation framework. In the k-th iteration, Shape-from-Shading `: Given an input RGB
image I, per-pixel depth z(k) and normal map n(k) is estimated according to the pre-obtained lighting parameter. 3D Point Clouds Registration
f : the pose T (k)(·) is updated between estimated depth z(k) and input depth zR. Shape Refinement g: the input depth zR is refined based on
the newly shape estimation n(k) and pose T (k)(·). Then the method continues into the new stage of estimation iteratively, with T (k)(nR), the
product of current pose estimation T (k)(·) and the input normal map nR, serving as the shape prior in the new SfS procedure.
To solve such “Bimodal Stereo” problem, we take the
assumption of Spherical Harmonics (SH) illumination [15]
based image formation process and propose an iterative Shape-
from-Shading (SfS) based framework to estimate shape and
pose simultaneously, shown in Figure 2. In each iteration,
the input data is processed through a pipeline of three proce-
dures, namely Shape from shading, Point clouds registration
and Shading based shape refinement. This method is based
on the notation that given sufficient shape prior the SfS re-
construction could be largely improved (see details in Sec-
tion 7.1.1). In further, more accurate pose can be estimated
through registration between reasonable reconstruction and
given depth map , which in return benefits the SfS process.
Therefore, given the estimated lighting parameters, an un-
calibrated color image and depth map, the proposed EM-like
algorithm is able to obtain plausible shape and pose.
The contribution of our work is listed as follows:
Firstly, an interesting problem of Bimodal Stereo is in-
troduced. This problem is non-trivial since it aims to auto-
matically solve the pose between a pair of a single uncali-
brated image and a depth map.
Besides, Spherical Harmonics Shape from shading method
is utilized to solve the Kinect extrinsic calibration fully au-
tomatically and targetlessly. To our knowledge, it is the first
attempt to register multi-modal images by image formation
model, other than feature-based methods [8] or mutual infor-
mation (MI) based methods[12]. With Spherical Harmon-
ics modelling the illumination, our method becomes a well-
posed one, which can be effectively solved by non-linear
least square methods.
Moreover, the cost function of SH Shape from shading
is regularized by imposing a simple shape prior term, which
bridges the shading information from color image and the
shape information from depth map by the estimated pose
between two cameras.
This paper will proceed as follows: In Section 2, re-
lated works are reviewed and compared with the proposed
method. In Section 3 our method will be formulated as a
minimization problem over Shape from Shading, point clouds
registration and shading based shape refinement. In Sections
4, 5, and 6 the cost function and solution of each process are
described respectively. In Section 7 we will not only show
the results on synthesized data and real data, but also con-
duct some quantitative experiments to validate the assump-
tion and the robustness of our method. In the last section,
this paper will be concluded while the limitations of pro-
posed method are discussed.
2 Related Works
Although the physical process of image formation is still un-
der discussion yet, the majority of researchers in computer
vision area would agree that images convey shape informa-
tion implicitly. In 1975 Horn proposed the well-known ill-
posed inverse problem called ”Shape from Shading (SfS)”
,which aims to recover shape from a single grayscale image.
The problem is based upon the assumption that the shading
information of an image is formed by a known light source
and surface normals when the albedo of the surface is con-
stant.
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From then on, many efforts have been made to solve this
problem under simplified assumptions on illumination. The
most classical setting is to recover the shape of a Lambertian
surface, i.e. a diffusely reflecting surface, under the lighting
of a distant point source. From early 80’s to now, various
method proposed, including directly numerical solutions[9,
13],linear approximation[11] and minimization[4],achieved
success in solving the problem under this oversimplified as-
sumption. Since Basri et al.[2] have proved images of a con-
vex Lambertian object under a wide variety of lighting con-
ditions can be approximated accurately by a 9D SH coef-
ficients vector, researcher starts to pay attention on SH il-
lumination model[15] which achieved great success in high
quality rendering. Instead of solving the surface gradients or
depth in existing method, our method seek for the unit sur-
face normal which satisfies the RGB-shading model, thus
the problem become well-posed if the three coefficients vec-
tors for R, G and B channel respectively are whitened[1].
Moreover, we posed simple shape prior term in our SfS method
as a bridge between the two multi-modal images instead
of other various regularization terms[19], which makes our
cost function parsimony while still strong enough.
Currently, while some of the researchers tried to add
some constraints making SfS problem well-posed[14], oth-
ers [17,16]turned to embed SfS techniques to refine the noisy
and holey depth map obtained by Kinect. In Yu’s method[17]
the SH coefficients vectors for each channel are not whitened
hence cannot ensure the property well-posed and generally
slower with more terms than ours. Wu’s method [16] is the
first real-time shading based shape refinement method. How-
ever, since the method directly refines the depth informa-
tion, it is hard to impose our regularization of shape prior.
Our method, instead, can be viewed as a symmetric version
of proposed SfS method. Therefore it is also a well-posed
problem which solves surface normal at each pixel.
As stated before, the proposed Bimodal stereo problem
can be viewed as an automatically extrinsic calibration be-
tween color camera and depth camera of a Kinect. Though
factory calibrated, the calibration of Kinect is still impor-
tant to applications in high-accuracy 3d reconstruction and
adding new cameras. Generally, existing methods [3,18] are
derived from Zhang’s RGB camera calibration method[20].
Both methods requires calibration card to calibrate the color
image first before extrinsic calibration by feature matching
on both images. Our method, however, does not require RGB
camera calibration. Moreover, the pose between cameras is
solved automatically, which meets the requirement of Bi-
modal Stereo problem.
3 Problem Formulation
3.1 Method Overview
In this paper an iterative computational framework is pro-
posed to solve problem Eq. (1), as shown in Algorithm 1.
and illustrated in Figure 2. The input of the system is depth
map zR and RGB log-shading {Sij}i=1,...,M,j=1,2,3, where
M is the total amount of pixels and j = 1, 2, 3 denotes the
R, G or B log-values of the i-th pixel. The goal is to estimate
normal n(k) and depth z(k) from the shading information
and the refined depth z(k)R as well as the motion T (k) be-
tween RGB camera and depth camera. In the loop, we first
estimate n in a shape-from-shading way based on Spheri-
cal Harmonics Illumination model. Then the depth z(k) can
be obtained by solving the partial differential equations of
estimated surface gradients p, q from n(k). Afterwards, the
transformation T (k)(P) = sRP+t is estimated by register-
ing the point clouds P (k)c = {(x, y, z(k))} from z(k)and Pc
from z(k)R . Also, a mapping describes the point wise corre-
spondence between the two point clouds is established dur-
ing the registration. The last procedure of one iteration is to
refine the overlapping area of given depth zR and its normal
nR based on the rotation R and shading {S} in this area.
Then the improved normal n(k)R is utilized as the initial in-
put in the next iteration. The loop will end when the norm
of the difference two matrix R(k) and R(k−1) is less than a
threshold set by user.
3.2 Formulation
We call our problem formulation for iteratively estimating
shape information from the unknown correspondence of a
RGB image and a Kinect depth map from different views
as ”Bimodal Stereo”. Bimodal Stereo can be thought of as a
shape completion and refinement by multi modal data reg-
istration. It is an integrated iterative process including three
stages Shape from Shading(SfS), Point Cloud Registration
and Shape refining. The ”Bimodal Stereo” problem formu-
lation is :
min
n(k),z(k),T (k)(·)
`(n(k), z(k), T (k)(·))+f(z(k), T (k)(·))+g(n(k), T (k)(·)),
(1)
where n(k) and z(k) is the estimated normal and depth map
of the surface from the RGB shading information. T (P) =
sRP+t is the estimated 3D transformation for a point cloud
P. In transformation T , s is the scale factor, R is the 3 × 3
rotation matrix between point clouds P (k)c = {(x, y, z(k))}
and Pc from depth map and t is the 3× 1 translation vector.
These parameters are estimated by minimizing the sum of
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cost functions `(n(k), z(k), T (·)),f(z(k), T (k)(·)) and g(n(k), T (k)(·))
for SfS, registration and shape refining respectively.
Therefore the detailed description of our method is di-
vided into 3 parts. SH based Shape from Shading is ex-
plained in the next chapter while registration and shape re-
finement are discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 respectively. In
Chapter 6 we’ll show the validation and quantitative analy-
sis of our method.
Algorithm 1 The framework of Bimodal Stereo
Require: {Sij}, zR, k = 1
Ensure: n∗, z∗, T ∗(·) = {s,R, t}, z∗R
1: R(0) ← 1, where 1 is 3× 3 identity matrix;
2: R(1) ← J, where J is a 3×3 matrix whose elements are all larger
than 1;
3: while Norm (R(k) −R(k−1) > Threshold) do
4: R(k) ← Rk−1
5: n(k) ← ShapefromShading({Sij},Rk, zR)
6: z(k) ← ShapefromSurfaceGradient(n(k))
7: P(k)c ← Depth2PointCloud(z(k))
8: s(k),R(k), t(k) ← PointCloudRegistration(P(k)c ,Pc)
9: z(k)R ← ShadingbasedRefinement({Sij},n(k),R(k), zR)
10: end while
4 Spherical Harmonics Shape from Shading
In this section, we present our Shape from Shading method.
Based on the assumption that the RGB image is formed by
Spherical Harmonics Lighting model and surface normals,
the SfS process can be formulated as an inverse problem
of this image formation model. By posing the shape prior
in the SfS formulation, the correlation between estimated
shape and estimated pose is set up. Such problem is well-
posed and can be solved by nonlinear least square method.
Once obtained the solution normal, the 3D point cloud of
estimated shape can be computed through the least squares
surface reconstruction.
4.1 Spherical Harmonics Lighting Model
Traditional shape from shading methods assume the illu-
mination model as a sufficiently remote point source. Such
simple model though effective in shape reconstruction from
synthetic images, could not perform well with images ac-
quired in the natural world. The Spherical Harmonics (SH)
Illumination however provide a more accurate while not com-
plex description of the natural lighting. Instead of modelling
the illuminant in whole, the SH model assumes that at an
arbitrary point in the 3D space, the light direction could
be anisotropy. Such complex lighting condition could be
parametrized by a 27 (color, 9 dimensions per RGB chan-
nel) dimensional vector, L.
After fitting a multivariate Gaussian to the SH illumina-
tions in the training set, the estimated SH coefficients vector
L is obtained by minimizing the following cost function[1]
h(L) = λL(L− µL)TΣ−1L (L− µL), (2)
where µL and ΣL are learned parameters of the Gaussian,
while λL is the multiplier learned on dataset. To ensure the
coefficients vector of each channel to be independent with
each other, we preprocess these vectors by whitening trans-
formation described in [1].
The log-intensity at pixel i, logSi of a Lambertian sur-
face under SH illumination could be described in the follow-
ing equation:
logSi = nˆ
T
i Mjnˆi (3)
where nˆi is a 4-dimensional vector:[
− pi√
1+p2i+q
2
i
, − qi√
1+p2i+q
2
i
, 1√
1+p2i+q
2
i
, 1
]T
. (4)
In this Equation, pi = ∂zi∂x and qi =
∂zi
∂y is the partial deriva-
tive of the depth map z at pixel i along x and y axis, respec-
tively. It is worth to point that nˆi =
[
nTi , 1
]T
where nTi is
the surface normal at pixel i.
Mj is a 4× 4 matrix for the j-th RGB channel, described by
Mj =

c1Lj,9 c1Lj,5 c1Lj,8 c2Lj,4
c1Lj,5 −c1Lj,9 c1Lj,6 c2Lj,2
c1Lj,8 c1Lj,6 c3Lj,7 c2Lj,3
c2Lj,4 c2Lj,2 c2Lj,3 c4Lj,1 − c5Lj,7
 (5)
where
c1 = 0.429043, c2 = 0.511664, c3 = 0.743125,
c4 = 0.886227, c5 = 0.247708
and Lj denote the SH coefficients of j-th RGB channel.
4.2 Shape from Shading with shape prior
Recovering surface normal n∗i from the corresponding bright-
ness Sij , j = 1, 2, 3 could be viewed as a constrained opti-
mization problem for n∗i on the following equation:
min
n∗i
`(n∗i , z
∗
i , T (·)) = `1(n∗i ) + λ2`2(n∗i ,nRh , T (·)))
s.t. n∗i
Tn∗i = 1
(6)
where j = 1, 2, 3 denotes the R,G,B channel and the corre-
sponding point of the i-th pixel is h-th point on the given
depth map. T (·) is the estimated pose. The constraint is
the norm regularization which enforces normals to be of
unit length. We can pose the constraint n∗i
Tn∗i = 1 into
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`(n∗i , z
∗
i , T (·)) so that the solution of Eq. (6) can be con-
verted to the following unconstrained optimization problem:
min
n∗i
`(n∗i , z
∗
i , T (·)) = `1(n∗i ) + λ2`2(n∗i ,nRh , T (·))
+ λ3(n
∗
i
Tn∗i − 1)
(7)
In Eq. (6), `1(n∗i ) is the Brightness Constraint measuring
the total squared brightness error over the grayscale image
S:
`1(n
∗
i ) = (logSij − nˆTi Mjnˆi)
2
, (8)
The second term `2(n∗i ,nRh , T (·))) serves as Shape Prior,
which enforces the estimated normals n∗i of z
∗
i to be close to
the rotated ground truth normals nRh from depth map zRh .
This term is modelled as
`2(n
∗
i ,nRh , T (·)) = ‖n∗i − T (nRh)‖ , (9)
where R is the estimated rotation matrix between RGB im-
age and depth image.
Our chose to solve normal n∗ instead of p and q is of
advantages for two reasons. Firstly, p and q is unbounded,
i.e. , the absolute value of p or q can be much larger than 1
while the elements in the normalized vector n∗ vary among
[−1, 1]. Secondly, in traditional SfS method, the relationship
between p and q is not fully utilized. However, in the pro-
posed method, p and q are solved together in the sense of
n∗i , namely,
n∗i =
[
− pi√
1+p2i+q
2
i
, − qi√
1+p2i+q
2
i
, 1√
1+p2i+q
2
i
]T
, (10)
which is more suitable for the SH based shape from shading.
4.3 Optimization
Since for i-th pixel a system of 3 equations can be set up for
the 3 unknown variables n∗i =
[
n∗i1 n
∗
i2 n
∗
i3
]T
, trust-region-
reflective algorithm is chosen to solve this well-posed non-
linear least square system. Compared with gradient descent
methods, it does not need to compute actual partial deriva-
tives of the function and runs faster generally. The optimiza-
tion toolbox is integrated and provided in Matlab. The max-
imum number of iteration is set to be 1000, while in most
cases the method will converge in less than 300 times of it-
eration.
4.4 Postprocessing
Once the estimated unit normal n∗i is obtained, we utilized
the method on least squares surface reconstruction from gra-
dients proposed by Harker et al [6,7] to solve the following
system for z∗i :{
∂z∗i
∂x = pi
∂z∗i
∂y = qi
(11)
After obtaining the depth map z∗i (x, y), a point cloud P
∗
c =
{(x, y, z∗))} can be formed for further registration.
5 Point Cloud Registration
In this section, we will discuss how to estimate the pose T (·)
from Pc to P ∗c , where Pc is the point cloud from Kinect
depth map zR. This problem to estimate the pose can be
viewed as estimating the scale factor s, rotation matrix R
and translation vector t by minimizing the correspondent
point wise distance between estimated point clouds P ∗c and
Pc:
f(z∗, s,R, t) = minimize
s,R,t
‖P ∗c − sRPc − t‖2 (12)
In one iteration, the estimated point cloud is fixed hence
the problem is simplified as 3D point clouds registration. It-
erative Closest Point (ICP) method is chosen to obtain an
initial transform and set up the primary point-wise corre-
spondences while RANSAC is chosen to reject the weak
correspondences and get the refined pose T (·).
5.1 Pose Estimation
The following form of RST transformation model is utilized
in the RANSAC process:
Tθ(y) = sRy + t =
a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
y +
t1t2
t3
 , (13)
so that parameter vector is
θ =[ a11 a12 a13 a21 a22
a23 a31 a32 a33 t1 t2 t3]
T
Given n point correspondences {xi, yi}i=1,..,n these trans-
formation relationship can be grouped as following linear
system
b =

x(1)
...
...
x(n)
 =

Tθ(y
(1))
...
...
Tθ(y
(n))
 = Aθ (14)
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Then the solution of Eq. (14), θˆ can be estimated through
linear least square method.
Once got the optimal θ and R when CS between two
point sets is the largest, the global rotation matrix R can be
decomposed into the rotations along the three axis respec-
tively:
R = sRx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ) (15)
where α,β and γ are rotated angles, namely yaw, pitch, and
roll along x-axis, y-axis and z-axis respectively, R(·) is the
corresponding rotation matrix.
Such problem can be easily formulated as a nonlinear
least square estimation problem, which aims to obtain αˆ,βˆ
and γˆ by minimizing
g(α, β, γ) = min
α,β,γ
‖Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ)−R‖2 (16)
Levenberg-Marquardt method is leveraged to optimize
the Eq. (16). Compared to the trust-region-reflective algo-
rithms, LM method is generally faster and hence will con-
verge in several iterations in most cases.
5.2 Point-wise Correspondences Set Up
Theoretically, the estimated pose T (·) can determine a pair
of quadrilateral overlapping areas on depth maps Z∗ and
ZR respectively. However, in practice depth maps are rep-
resented by point arrays. Therefore we set up the one-to-one
mapping between points of overlap areas on the different
depth maps in following three steps:
1 Map Pc onto the space of P ∗c by apply the transforma-
tion with parameters T (Pc) of estimated pose.
2 For each point in {T (Pc)}, find the 1st nearest neigh-
bour in the point set {P ∗c } and hence to form an initial
correspondence.
3 Accept the point wise correspondence based on the dis-
tance d(P ∗c , T (Pc)) between P ∗c and T (Pc).
A naive modelling of acceptance criterion can be hard-
counting, namely accepting the points pair if the correspon-
dent distance d(P ∗c , T (Pc)) is less than a threshold. In our
method the threshold is set to be 1.
6 Shading-based Depth Refining
Given depth map may contain holes or noises. Since normal
nRh and depth zRh of h-th pixel in the overlap area of given
depth map are subjected to the shading model Eq. (3) at i-
th pixel on the RGB image, if the pose T (·) is determined,
we can refine the normal nRh in the a symmetric way of
proposed SfS process, i.e. ,
min g(n∗Rh) = g1(n
∗
Rh
, T (·)) + λg2g2(n∗i ,n∗Rh , T (·)))
+ λg3(n
∗
Rh
Tn∗Rh − 1).
(17)
The brightness constraint at k-th normal on the given depth
map can be formed as
g1(n
∗
Rh
) = (logSij − (nˆ∗Rh)TMj(nˆ∗Rh))2, (18)
where nˆRh =
[
R−1n∗Rh , 1
]T
.
The shape prior term in the normal refinement is nothing
but the symmetric version of Eq. (9):
g2(n
∗
Rh
) =
∥∥n∗Rh − T −1(n∗i )∥∥, (19)
where T −1(·) is the inverse transformation of the estimated
pose T (·), which maps P ∗c onto Pc. The refined depth at h-
th pixel on the depth map z∗Rh can also be solved in the same
manner of shape from surface gradients method.
7 Experiments
In this section, we will validate the proposed method on both
synthesized data and real RGB-D data. Both qualitative and
quantitative analysis are conducted not only to show the re-
sults of our method, but also to explore the reason why our
method may work and how the method perform under dif-
ferent pose and different wideness of overlap area.
7.1 Synthetic Study
Two quantitative experiments are designed and conducted to
explore how and to what extent the shape prior information
can be utilized in the shape from shading process as well as
to validate the performance of our methods on the 32 × 32
synthesized pair of RGB image and rotated depth map of
Mozart’s face. The synthesis data can be obtained in the fol-
lowing steps, shown in Figure 3:
a. Given certain SH coefficients and a frontal depth map of
Mozart’s face, the log-RGB image can be obtained through
Eq. (3).
b. Given certain rotation angle α, β, γ along x-,y- and z-axis
respectively, the rotated depth map can be generated.
c. The wideness of the baseline is determined by the grid we
use to sample the rotated depth map.
Figure 4 shows the experiment conducting on the syn-
thesis RGB image under given lighting conditions and depth
map of Mozart’s face from another view. The depth map is
obtained by rotating the ground truth depth for 20 degrees
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Fig. 3 The illustration of the data synthesizing process. The frontal
depth map of Mozart’s face(left figure) is rotated (middle figure) and
clipped (right figure). Afterwards, the log-RGB image can be generated
through Eq. (3).
along y-axis. The loop terminated after 16 iterations. During
the process the estimated depth z∗ is obviously improved,
especially the right upper part of the shape. The estimated
pose paramters are listed in Table 1.
Besides, we conducted two quantitative experiments to
further study the capability of the proposed method. One is
to explore the reason why shape prior can improve the re-
construction result of the proposed SfS method, the other
is to discuss the performance under different rotations and
wideness of baseline.
7.1.1 Experiments on Shape Prior
In the first experiment, we will validate the underlying as-
sumption of our method, i.e. by posing the point-wise shape
prior term in the original brightness equation Eq. (8), the SfS
reconstruction can be improved.
The experiment is conducted by controlling the percent-
age Per of the shape prior provided. Per = 0 when no prior
is offered while Per = 1 means every point is given the prior
information.
The result of this experiment can be shown in Figure 5.
According to the results, recovered shape is improved and
approaching the ground truth when Per is increased. In this
sense we can conclude that the SfS reconstruction result of
certain image area can be improved by given shape prior of
this area.
7.1.2 Experiments on Different Rotation and Baseline
The next experiment is to discover the method performance
in ”Bimodal” settings, i.e. the depth map and RGB images
are synthesized from different views. We’d like to simu-
late the situation where the depth camera and RGB camera
shares partial overlap views and study the relationship be-
tween estimation accuracy and parameters, i.e. rotation and
baseline, of given depth map. The term ’baseline’ from the
Stereopsis to describe the distance of two optical centers,
which describes the wideness of overlap area.
In the experiment, the rotation angle along y-axis β is
chosen from {20, 40, 60, 80, 90} and the wideness of over-
s α β γ
Esimated 1.0000 0.03216◦ 18.7013◦ 0.01812◦
Groundtruth 1.0000 0◦ 20◦ 0◦
Table 1 Estimated pose paramters of Figure 4
R∗ /Pw 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5 0.75 1
20 0.022806 0.015999 0.006442 0.006005 0.007384 0.008664
40 0.022903 0.011479 0.006860 0.005768 0.005786 0.006653
60 0.022379 0.018440 0.012250 0.007660 0.004729 0.004509
80 0.010623 0.008897 0.008637 0.005853 0.002500 0.001922
90 0.007870 1.631535 0.006505 0.004082 0.000622 0.000649
Table 2 Error of estimated rotation under different rotate angles and
different wideness of overlap area.
s α β γ
Esimated Pose 0.9972 -0.4813◦ 17.3492◦ 9.3220◦
Table 3 Estimated pose paramters of Figure 6
lap area Pw, i.e. the percentage of the total area, is chosen
from {0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. The normalized dif-
ference of estimated rotation R∗ and ground truth R is com-
puted in the following equation:
err =
∥∥∥∥ R∗‖ R∗‖ − Rg‖ Rg‖
∥∥∥∥ (20)
The numerical results are shown in Table 2 while in Fig-
ure 7 the illustration of wideness of the overlap area is shown
in (a). In (b) and (c) we show the error variation at 40◦ when
wideness changes as well as the visualization (right side in
(c)) and registration (left side in (c)) of estimated shape and
given point cloud. The error is decreasing when the overlap
area becomes larger. However in (d) of Figure 7, the failure
case appears when β reaches 90 and Pw is 0.25, which is
visualized in (e).
As shown, since the intrinsics of the depth camera are
taken as known parameters and hence can obtain the point
cloud easily, the method is robust in most rotations and wide-
ness of overlap area.
7.2 Real Data Study
The proposed Bimodal stereo method is validated on RGB-
D Object Dataset proposed by Lai et al [10]. This dataset
contains over 300 instances in 51 categories, where the dataset
of each instance is composed of cropped RGBD images of
the object from different views. The experiments are con-
ducted on the data of foodbox, mug and lemon, etc.
The reconstruction and refinement on the instance food-
box is displayed in Figure 6 while the estimated pose param-
eters are shown in Table 3.
In this case, we chose foodbox-1-1-5 as RGB input and
foodbox-1-1-18 as depth input, the pose between which could
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Fig. 4 Experiment results on the synthesized images of Mozart face, which shows during the process the estimated depth z∗ is obviously improved,
especially the right upper part of the shape.
Fig. 5 This figure shows how the reconstructed result improves with respect to the increase of the shape prior. Here we use a synthetic 32 × 32
depth map of Mozart’s face as shown in (a), the binary mask of which is shown in (g). The rest figures of the upper row, (b)-(f), shows the
reconstructed surfaces by SfS while the lower, (h)-(l) , shows the location and amount of prior points are used in this process.
Fig. 6 Experiment results on the RGB image and depth map of a foodbox proposed by Lai[10]. The given normal and depth are shown improved
after the refinement. Moreover a plausible depth map of the RGB image is obtained.
be observed obviously. Besides, the depth map contains small
holes on the surface of foodbox, which shouldn’t have been
there.
The improvement of the given normal and depth are shown
in the results part of Figure 6. Moreover, after 19 times of
the iteration, a plausible depth map of foodbox-1-1-5 is ob-
tained. Such results can validate the usefulness of the pro-
posed method.
8 Discussion and conclusion
Limitations. Although the capability of our method has been
proved robust in the previous experiments, it should be pointed
out that like other Shape from shading method or shading
based shape refinement solved by non-linear least square
method, the most limited part is the time and space costs of
the optimization . For example, a single iteration on 32× 32
images may take 10 minutes. Thus for an experiment on im-
ages of such size can take several hours.
Conclusion. In this paper, a new problem called ”Bi-
modal Stereo” is established, which literately stereopsis from
two different views of different modality, aims to recover the
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Fig. 7 The illustration of experiments on the the relationship between
estimation accuracy and parameters, i.e. rotation and baseline , of given
depth map. Fig.(a) shows the synthesized depth images containing
overlap area of certain wideness Pw . In (b) and (c) we show the error
variation at 40◦ when wideness changes as well as the visualization
(right side in (c)) and registration (left side in (c)) of estimated shape
and given point cloud. The error is decreasing when the overlap area
becomes larger. In (d), the failure case is illustrated when β reaches 90
and Pw is 0.25, point clouds before registration are visualized in (e).
global shape and estimating rigid transformation between
RGB camera and depth camera simultaneously. To solve this
problem, we proposed an iterative computational framework
which regularizes SfS process with shape prior from depth
map while estimates the pose parameters between recov-
ered shape and rotated depth map. Quantitative experiments
showed that through our method, both SfS results and depth
map can be refined as well as the pose parameters are ro-
bustly estimated.
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